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King Foluo and Haibu looked at each other, and smiled wryly, “Since Miss 
Yueyao doesn’t want to tell us, we won’t bother you anymore.” 

“But Miss Yueyao, don’t worry, I will do my best to ensure the safety of your 
side.” 

“Never reveal the location of your Heavenly Master Gate to those warriors 
outside the territory.” 

Yue Yao nodded, “Thank you very much.” 

During this period of time, Yueyao has not encountered any threats. 

It has to be said that the people like King Flora have put in a lot of effort. 

You know, Yanxia has indeed dispatched several teams to India to investigate 
the location of Mark’s relatives. 

But in the end, under the obstruction of the Foro Palace, their investigations 
were full of difficulties, and every time they ended without a problem. 

They didn’t even find the headquarters of Tianshimen, let alone Mark’s 
relatives and friends. 

Yue-yao was still surprised before, when did the people like King Foluo 
become so friendly, and they were willing to take the initiative to protect their 
Tianshimen. 

After all, Mark is dead. 

Before, Yueyao thought that, like King Foluo and the others, if they didn’t 
make trouble, it was already very good. 

But the subsequent development was beyond Yueyao’s expectations. 



It was only later that Yue Yao realized that these people didn’t think Mark was 
dead. 

It is estimated that they are also afraid, and they will not save them, or they 
will make trouble. Once Mark comes back, they will suffer again. 

As the saying goes, once bitten by a snake, you will be afraid of well ropes for 
ten years. 

King Foluo and Haibu must have been frightened by Mark. 

Thinking of this reason, Yue-Yao found it extremely funny. 

“By the way, Miss Yueyao.” 

“If Mr. Chu is still alive, please help us tell him that we in Indian martial arts 
have always regarded him as our country’s best friend.” 

“We’ve been waiting, all the time, for his return.” 

“Today’s global martial arts, treacherous and evil are in power, and people are 
in dire straits.” 

“I am a martial artist in India, and I sincerely hope that Mr. Chu can come out 
again to turn the tide and save the world from fire and water.” 

As soon as King Flora walked to the door, he seemed to remember 
something. 

Turning around suddenly, he said to Yueyao very seriously and solemnly. 

Yue-yao didn’t answer, just kept silent. 

Seeing this, King Folo didn’t bother himself anymore, turned around and left. 

After King Flora left, Noya raised her pretty face and looked at Yueyao 
expectantly, “Sister Yueyao, is what King Flora and the others said true?” 

“Brother Mark, is he really still alive?” 

From Mark, fell under the nuclear bomb. 



Chapter 4563 

It’s been almost a year now. 

At the very beginning, when Nuoya heard the news, it was undoubtedly like a 
bolt from the blue, and she was devastated. 

Even after a year has passed, Nuoya still feels heartache when she thinks of 
Mark every night. 

The heart-piercing pain was even worse than when she lost her father. 

After all, when she was at her darkest, at her most desperate time, it was 
Mark who gave her glory and light again. 

For women, who is the most unforgettable for him. 

Perhaps, it wasn’t the person who gave birth to her and raised her. 

Rather, it was the man who had saved her life and death and brought her to 
see the light again. 

And Mark is undoubtedly this man. 

Seeing Nuoya’s expectant look, Yue-Yao sighed. 

“Xiaoya, I don’t want to lie to you.” 

“I’m not sure about Mark’s life or death.” 

“After all, I haven’t seen him since the accident, let alone heard from him.” 

Hearing Yueyao’s words, the light in Nuoya’s eyebrows dimmed again. 

Seeing Nuoya’s disappointed look, An Qi touched her head and comforted 
her, “Silly girl, I just said that there is no news, but it doesn’t mean that your 
brother Mark has no chance of surviving.” 

“Although he never contacted me again, he had a quick meeting with me 
before his accident.” 

“He told me that there is no need to worry about him. No matter what happens 
in the future, he has an absolute way to save his life.” 



“She asked me to take care of his relatives and friends until he comes back.” 

“Although I don’t know where Mark’s self-confidence comes from.” 

“But we should trust him, shouldn’t we?” 

“After all, he has overcome so many hurdles.” 

“We believe that this time, he is still alive.” 

Yue-yao said softly. 

Yes, after Mark’s accident, Yue Yao was not too sad because of the words 
Mark left her. 

Mark, although he was mean when he was with her, he always kept his word 
and kept his word. 

Therefore, Yue Yao always believed that he was still alive! 

“Enen, brother Mark, he must still be alive!” Nuoya also nodded firmly and 
said firmly. 

After a period of time, the global martial arts world experienced a long-lost 
calm. 

As the last batch of trainees entered the Dragon Gate, Odin and others 
publicly announced that the Dragon Gate Project would be completely 
terminated after this batch of trainees came out of the Dragon Gate! 

After receiving this news, those warriors who have not yet entered the Dragon 
Gate were overwhelmed with gratitude as if they had been pardoned. 

Feel yourself, alive. 

However, those with keen senses smelled something strange from this 
change. 

That feeling, as if the foreshadowing before the storm is coming to an end. 

The day when the Longmen Project is suspended is the time for the 
devastating storm to come! 



“Why” 

“It’s over, it’s over” 

“Is the real catastrophe finally coming?” 

In the old house of the Chu family, the old lady Chu sighed to the sky. 
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In the Pacific Ocean, on a small island in the sea. 

A palace is located here. 

This palace was built with more than half a year of money. 

Nearby major countries have all provided technical support. 

It’s just that the construction workers don’t know what’s the point of building 
this palace in the center of the ocean? 

Of course, if they come here now, they should understand. 

Because, the only function of this palace is to be a place of residence for 
someone. 

At this time, in the main hall, a man in a blood robe was sitting on the ground. 

If Mark was here, he would definitely recognize him at a glance. This person is 
his cousin, Chu Qitian. 

However, the current Chu Qitian is completely different from that impulsive 
and paranoid young man back then. 

Instead, there is bottomless gloom and scheming. 

Chu Qitian sat on the ground, closed his eyes and meditated. 



In front of him, there were six strong men on the list of gods, kneeling down 
and worshiping, “Master, the last batch of seeds have been sent to the 
Dragon Gate.” 

“One month later, when these seeds mature, our Longmen Project can be 
declared a success.” 

Odin and the others said respectfully. 

In front of these giants who dominate the global martial arts world, they are 
respectful like pigs and dogs in front of Chu Qitian. 

When Chu Qitian heard the words, he opened his eyes, and the faint words 
rang out immediately. 

“It’s been a year, and the preparation stage for the Dragon Gate Project is 
finally over.” 

“You guys are doing great.” 

“One month later, you will select a hundred good-looking seeds from among 
them, and follow me to Kunlun Mountain.” 

“At that time, I will open it myself, the dragon gate formation!” 

“soon.” 

“The day the Dragon Gate Great Formation opens is the day when I return to 
the world.” 

“Get ready, get ready to welcome the coming of the Lord!” 

Chu Qitian stood up and slowly floated in the sky. 

He was condescending, looking down at the sky. 

The anger that had been suppressed for thousands of years in his heart was 
finally, not long after, ushered in a real release. 

“Thousands of years ago, it was my bad luck that I met you, Chu Yunyang.” 

“It has been a thousand years, and I will come back to the world again.” 



“And what about you, Chu Yunyang, where are you?” 

Chapter 4565 

“This time, no one will be able to stop me.” 

“Ha ha ha ha” 

“Chu Yunyang, Chu Yunyang, I’m the real one who has the last laugh!” The 
wanton and forceful laughter echoed endlessly in the sky. 

Chu Qitian stood proudly on the top of the clouds, as if he was talking with 
people across the ages. 

———— 

———— 

Waiting for people behind the wind, preparing for the coming of the Lord. 

In the other space, there was a bonfire shaking. 

It was a simple stove, a few stones were simply stacked together, there was 
wood burning inside, and a black medicine stove was placed on it. 

A cow was sitting by the stove, holding a cattail fan, reluctantly fanning the 
fire, and there was a scent of medicine, overflowing from the medicine stove. 

However, the ox had no interest in the fragrance of the medicine. At this time, 
its eyes were all on the jade bed not far in front. 

It’s just because, on the jade bed at this time, there are two women and three 
men sitting around playing poker. 

“To three!” 

“To six!” 

“Yes 2, do you want it?” 

“Mark, we are together, you still suppress me?” 

The three of them talked and laughed, having a great time. 



“Hmph, you know how to bully me!” 

“You guys are playing there, just let my old cow work!” 

“Why?” 

“Especially that damned Mark, why do you play with two girls and ask me to 
come here to boil medicine?” 

The more the scalper thought about it, the angrier he became, thinking it was 
unfair. 

Mark embraces beautiful women on the left and right, and he is alone, and the 
more the old cow thinks about it, the more sad he becomes. 

“No, I have to find a way to make my old cow happy.” 

“By the way, I remember, there is a prescription over there at the pharmacy” 

The scalper seemed to have thought of something, and while Mark and the 
others were enjoying themselves, it sneaked into a stone room. 

After rummaging through the boxes and cabinets, he finally found the 
prescription that it treasured, and then gathered together the several herbs 
according to the prescription. 

Finally, the ox ran back to the stove, poured out all the medicine that was 
about to boil, and put in the medicine he found. 

Just like that, under Mark’s nose, the scalper played a game and changed 
positions. 

“Is the medicine still not ready?” 
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You dead cow, you are lazy again.” 



“Be careful, I’ll let Wan’er beat you!” Mark had beaten him several times, but 
the scalper hadn’t finished the medicine yet. 

Mark couldn’t help urging. 

This medicine is specially formulated by Wan’er, it builds the foundation and 
preserves health, strengthens the foundation and cultivates vitality, and is also 
helpful for cultivation. 

Mark and the others drank water almost every day. 

“go away!” 

“If it’s cooked, you won’t have any!” 

The scalper scolded angrily. 

In the year since I came back with Mark, the scalper has suffered a lot. 

Even Wan’er turned to Mark. 

This made the scalper regret it, and he shouldn’t have fished Mark out back 
then. 

In the nuclear explosion that year, the cattle’s horns were broken several 
times, and the hair on the whole body was gone, and Mark was brought back 
with all his life. 

When seeing the scalper and the others, Wan’er was stunned. 

You know, when the scalper left here, it was still yellow. 

After this came back, the hair turned black! 

But fortunately, after a year of recuperation, the cattle’s hair has grown back, 
and half of the broken horns have grown. 

Regarding the scalper’s resentment, Mark shook his head and smiled, and 
then continued to play cards. 

This year, for Mark, should be the most peaceful year. 

In addition to practicing day after day, he played cards with An Qi and Wan’er. 



Always stay with them, otherwise they will be suffocated if they are trapped 
here for a long time. 

An Qi and Wan’er both love to play. 

After a while, the ox finally boiled the medicine. 

It poured the medicine into the cup, and then took it with a smirk. 

“Wan’er, Qiqi, come on, take your medicine.” 

The scalper has a friendly face. 

“What about mine?” Mark asked. 

“Get out, it’s none of your business!” The scalper kicked Mark aside. 

“This dead cow!” 

Mark smiled helplessly. 

Forget it, let’s skip a meal of wine and drink a meal. 

Chapter 4567 

Mark didn’t bother to meet scalpers anymore. 

“Wan’er, An Qi, I’m going to practice first.” 

Mark stood up and returned to the secret room to continue practicing. 

An Qi’s physical condition was getting weaker and weaker day by day. Except 
for taking a small part of time to accompany her, Mark spent the rest of the 
time practicing hard and never daring to neglect for a moment. 

“Go, go, you don’t have to worry about it here.” 

The scalper couldn’t wait to push Mark away. 

Lao Niu’s actions made Mark a little suspicious. 

This dead cow doesn’t know what bad water is brewing in his belly. 



But Mark wasn’t worried either. 

As this dead cow is strong, Wan’er is definitely not a weak person. 

No matter how much this dead cow dares to do anything derailed. 

So, Mark left here and returned to the secret room where he practiced. 

It has been ten months since the tycoon of the God List sieged him. 

It’s almost a year now. 

I don’t know what the earth looks like now. 

“I hope that the situation that Grandma Tai said will not happen.” 

Although Mark really wants to go out and have a look now, but he has not yet 
reached the divine realm, and An Qi’s one-year lifespan is about to come to 
an end. 

In this situation, Mark couldn’t care less about other things. 

“forget about it.” 

“In the last two months, no matter what, I must break through to the divine 
realm as soon as possible!” 

Mark shook his head, shaking off all those complicated thoughts. 

However, just when Mark was about to enter the state of cultivation. 

Outside, there was a sudden bang. 

Mark was startled and went out to check. 

Immediately, he saw that the scalper turned into a cannonball and flew out in 
front of his eyes. 

rumbling 

After smashing through several stone walls in a row, the broken stones were 
finally buried in the ruins and passed out on the spot. 



“What’s wrong with this?” 

Mark’s mouth twitched violently. 

Mark didn’t break through this stone wall with all his strength. 

But now, it was directly smashed through. 

Just as Mark was trembling, suddenly there were several ecstasy calls from 
the front. 

“Mark, I am so hot” 

“Wan’er, I’m so uncomfortable.” 

Mark heard this, his heart trembled, and he turned around suddenly. 

Then, I saw two stunning women in front of me, who were as charming as 
peach blossoms, with flushed pretty faces. 

“Ci’ao!” 

“That dead cow, what did you do?” 

Mark’s eyelids twitched suddenly, and he cursed inwardly. 
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The dead cow has fainted. 

Don’t think about it, she must have been murdered by Wan’er. 

However, Wan’er has a docile temperament and rarely gets angry, let alone 
fights. 

Mark couldn’t help but wonder what the scalper did to make Wan’er move. 

Just when Mark was having doubts, the appearance of An Qi and Wan’er in 
front of him became more and more tormented. 



It seemed that he was enduring great pain. 

“Wan’er, An Qi, what’s the matter with you?” 

“What happened?” 

Mark was suddenly worried, and rushed forward anxiously. 

After stepping forward, he realized that both Wan’er and An Qi’s pretty faces 
were blushing like fire, and Wan’er’s originally clear eyes showed a bit of 
longing. 

“It’s hot, it’s hot” 

The two girls cried out in pain. 

I couldn’t help it anymore and started to take off my clothes. 

The clothes came off, revealing the white and delicate skin under the dress. 

After seeing Mark, Wan’er got into Mark’s arms directly, and a pair of white 
lotus root arms tightly wrapped around Mark’s neck. 

“hold me” 

“Mark, hold me tight” 

Wan’er’s breathing has become much quicker. 

The intoxicating red lips were printed directly on Mark’s mouth. 

Mark was dumbfounded at the time! 

Eyelid twitching. 

What the hell is going on? 

“Wan’er, calm down” 

Mark pushed Wan’er away forcefully. 

But another hand hugged him behind him. 



What’s even more outrageous is that the other party directly went to untie 
Mark’s clothes. 

“Angie!” 

“what are you doing?” 

“Are you crazy?” 

Mark almost went crazy. 

Why does he feel that he is like a sheep in the mouth of a tiger, and these two 
girls want to eat him. 

Mark kept shouting, trying to keep them awake. 

However, neither Wan’er nor An Qi seemed to be able to control their bodies. 

The second daughter directly pushed Mark onto the bed, An Qi kissed Mark 
selflessly, and Wan’er even sat on Mark’s lower abdomen. 

At this moment, Mark, whose shirt was taken off, undoubtedly had a fatal 
temptation for Wan’er with his bronze-colored skin exposed. 

Mark only felt that there were bursts of hot and humid touch on his chest. 

“Depend on!” 

“You two, don’t you think I’m a man?” 

“Be careful that I have done both of you!” 

Being tossed so much by two beautiful girls, with Mark’s concentration, he 
naturally couldn’t control it. 

Chapter 4569 

Only now did Mark realize something. 

“It must be the dead cow, who ate something that Wan’er and the others 
shouldn’t eat!” 

“Depend on!” 



“See if I don’t skin him when I come back!” 

Mark cursed angrily. 

Then she pushed An Qi away forcefully, and just opened her mouth to catch 
her breath. 

As a result, Wan’er rushed forward again. 

Those two touches on the chest were soft, and Mark, who was squeezed, was 
almost out of breath. 

“What the hell is going on?” 

Facing the torture of the second daughter, Mark almost wanted to cry but had 
no tears. 

When Wan’er and An Qi woke up from the bed, they only saw the mess all 
over the floor. 

Clothes were scattered on the floor, some even torn. 

“Sister Wan’er, what happened?” 

“My head hurts.” 

An Qi rubbed her head, and asked Wan’er suspiciously. 

Wan’er also looked blankly at the mess beneath her, “I don’t know either.” 

She also felt a little tired. 

It seems to have experienced some kind of strenuous exercise. 

“Could it be that someone broke in?” 

“But why can’t I remember anything.” 

The chaos in front of her made Wan’er wonder whether she had experienced 
a big battle before. 

During the battle, his clothes were torn. 



“Where’s Mark?” 

“Mark, where are you?” 

Confused, the second daughter was about to get out of bed and look for Mark. 

However, as soon as they sat up, they suddenly realized that the two of them 
were completely naked. 

Only then did Wan’er and An Qi realize that the clothes on the ground seemed 
to belong to them. 

“Sister Wan’er, we won’t be violated, will we?” 

An Qi’s pretty face suddenly turned pale, and her voice was a little choked up. 

Wan’er was also a little flustered. 
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She remembered that when she played cards with Mark, she was fine. 

Why, when I woke up, my clothes were gone. 

“Mark, Mark, where are you?” 

Wan’er also panicked and called Mark loudly. 

After a long time, a small voice came from the corner. 

“I am here.” 

Wan’er and An Qi followed the prestige. 

Mark was huddled in a corner with his arms around his chest. 

The deep gaze in the past was now full of hesitation and panic. The plush 
blanket covered his lower body, only the part above his chest was exposed. 



Looking at Wan’er and An Qi, there was a bit of panic. 

“What’s wrong with you?” 

“Have you been raped too?” 

Seeing Mark’s pitiful look of a little girl being bullied, Wan’er and An Qi were 
full of astonishment and trembling. 

At this time, in the corridor ahead, there were a few rattling hoofs. 

Soon, the scalper rushed over, clutching his aching head. 

“Wan’er, you are too cruel!” 

“Hands down so hard.” 

“My old cow is about to be beaten to death by you!” 

“Didn’t I just feed you some medicine to mediate yin and yang, remove fire 
and detoxify, as for?” 

The scalper walked into the stone room with eyes full of resentment. 

But after entering, the scalper was stunned. 

All I saw was clothes scattered all over the floor. 

The two women, An Qi and Wan’er, huddled on the jade bed, under the velvet 
quilt, revealing the fragrant necks of the two women as white as jade. 

Naturally, scalpers are happy to see such a good scene. 

However, what made the scalper feel painful was that there was actually a 
man in the stone room besides the two beautiful women who looked like 
heavenly celestial beings. 

Also barebacked, shrinking in a corner. 

Pretending to be innocent and pitiful! 

“Ci’ao!” 



“Bastard!” 

At that time, the ox’s eyes were red. 

Chapter 4571 

With red eyes, she picked up her two horns and went to hit Mark. 

Seeing this, Mark was wrapped in a blanket and ran away with his bare feet. 

Explain while running. 

“Brother Niu, don’t blame me.” 

“They take off their clothes by themselves.” 

“They also took off my clothes for me.” 

“I am innocent” 

“Innocent you bastard!” 

“Mark, you are worth a thousand dollars, today you are here without me!” 

The scalper is really mad. 

I just want to cry but have no tears. 

The medicine he had worked so hard for was beaten up by himself, but Mark 
missed it. 

After busying for a long time, I made a wedding dress for Mark. 

Scalpers want to die! 

The two good girls were all ruined by that bastard Mark. 

It’s no wonder that scalpers don’t work hard with Mark! 

Just like that, one bull chased one person and played life and death escape in 
this secret realm. 

Wan’er and An Qi are at a loss. 



They still don’t know what happened. 

“Anqi, we seem to have forgotten something important” 

————— 

————— 

This farce ended with Mark agreeing to compensate ten girls to Lao Niu. 

However, Mark’s ass was still pushed by the scalper. 

Even though Mark had the dragon god body protection, he was still bleeding 
from the scalper. 

“You dead cow, you are really ruthless!” 

“Where do you dare to stand?” 

Mark covered his butt and cursed. 

“Shut up! You took such a big advantage of my old cow. It is the greatest 
kindness for me to be strangled to death.” The old cow was full of grievances. 

“Can you blame me? Who made you uneasy and kind? You dead cow, how 
dare you drug Wan’er and the others! Believe it or not, if I tell Wan’er, you 
won’t want those two horns!” Mark scolded road. 

 


